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Session Agenda

• AACRAO Task Force & Charge
• Usage Survey
• SPEEDE – EDI & XML
• PDF’s, and Their Place
• What or Where Next?



Quote #1

• “This is the beginning of the end of paper 
transcripts, and what comes next may take 
many forms, go in many directions. [Our] 
thoughtful consideration is needed now if we are 
to have lasting solutions that meet all of our 
needs, and the needs of those we serve.”

• Thomas Black. A Case for Electronic 
Transcripts. College and University. 82 (2), 41 –
45.



QUOTE #2

• “It's obvious that electronic transcripts are no 
longer a concept but a fact…[But] electronic 
transcripts are still evolving.  There are, as yet, 
no industry-wide guidelines citing best 
practices…The vendors are competing for 
business with states and each providesbusiness with states and each provides 
electronic transcripts in a slightly different 
manner… We believe that unless AACRAO gets 
in front of these issues they will continue to 
evolve in many different, and conflicting and 
confusing directions”

• Andrew Hannah, April, 2007



Munson Statement 1 re. Ad Hoc Committee.

• The advent of the electronic transcript is not 
described any better than in these two 
statements by AACRAO members. The call for a 
Task Force on the issue of electronic transcript 
has been considered at length by the AACRAO 
Board of Directors, and the topic presents so 
many different concerns and issues that it took 
quite a while to decide how to approach it. 



Munson Statement 2 re. Ad Hoc Committee

• An ad-hoc committee will be appointed to 
evaluate the current state of technology and the 
various options that are now available to records 
officers regarding electronic transcripts.  The 
committee will be charged with producing a 
report that will describe the options that new andreport that will describe the options that new and 
current technologies provide for electronic 
transcripts, note current best practice, and 
forecast future development. The report will be 
published in College and University and 
distributed by other methods as deemed 
appropriate.



AACRAO Task Force

• Chair: Judy Cavin Brown, 5 Branches Univ (CA)
• Andy Hannah, Univ of Chicago
• Sarah Harris, Univ of Iowa
• Dave Stones Southwestern Univ (TX)• Dave Stones, Southwestern Univ (TX)
• Report to:  AACRAO VP, Glenn Munson



Transcript Content/Medium

• Paper Document – just paper.  Slow 
delivery, bad for processing.

• PDF or other image file (TIF, GIF, JPG) –
a picture of the paper document.   Helps in p p p p
routing & imaging, but not processing.

• Standard Coded Data (SPEEDE-EDI) –
good for automated processing.

• Standard Coded Data (PESC XML) – can 
provide a less expensive option.



Delivery Methods

• U.S. Mail
• FAX (fastest, and least secure)
• ARTS & SMART (military service personnel & veterans)
• State or system networks (NJ, FL, MD, ON, OH) – EDI or 

XML
St t id t (NC CCCT FIRN/FASTER TRE• Statewide system (NC, CCCTran, FIRN/FASTER, TREx, 
Ontario) – use formatted data.

• EDI or XML via (free) UT Austin Server
• Commercial Service – AVOW, Clearinghouse, Connect 

EDU, Credentials, Docufide, NTC, ScripSafe, Triand, 
XAP.

• Our focus is mainly on the last four bullets.  Especially 
the last two.   Will attempt to describe them.



Sarah & Survey

• AACRAO sent out survey early February

• 721 institutions responded

• 102 responses came from offices that had 
Admissions in their title but the majority 
came from Registrar’s or Enrollment 
Services.



Of the 721 institutions responding:
– 118 indicated by answering YES that they are 

RECEIVING electronic transcripts by one or 
more methods/formats

– 53 others indicated in the comments that they 
RECEIVE some form of electronic

From High Schools From Colleges/Univsg g
EDI 23 47
XML 6 5
PDF 55 30
Other 13 16

Avg. % overall   9.34 16.16



– 122 indicated by answering YES that they are 
SENDING electronic transcripts by one or 
more methods/formats

– 1 other indicated in the comments that they 
SEND some form of electronic

To Colleges/Univs To Business/Indiv.
EDI 51 0EDI 51 0
XML 12 1
PDF 44 32
Other 12 8

Avg. % overall   20.24 12.08



• 71 respondents were community colleges
• 34 of the 62 Association of American 

Universities institutions responded to the 
survey

• 370 respondents are Private, not for profit 
both 2- and 4-year schoolsy

• 26 respondents are Proprietary, for profit 
both 2- and 4-year schools

• 317 respondents are Public
both 2- and 4-year schools

• And the remaining 8 were unidentified



Dave on SPEEDE
• AACRAO SPEEDE Committee and K12 committee 

worked together to develop ANSI ASC X12 EDI format 
known as SPEEDE/ExPRESS.

• SPEEDE=standardization of postsecondary education 
electronic data exchange.

• ExPRESS is K-12 version using same TS130 transaction 
set.

• EDI allows one computer to send data to another 
computer which may unambiguously process the data.

• EDI/XML Supports Full Automation – Strategic Way to 
Decrease Cost, Increase Speed and Efficiency.



SPEEDE Progress
• SPEEDE EDI Format released for use in 1991.
• “Large” Install Base of SPEEDE EDI users 

increasing somewhat steadily since 1995.
• SPEEDE Committee has also developed roughly 

i l t XML h f t i t dequivalent XML schema for transcripts and 
defined crosswalks with the EDI.

• EDI is used in most of the state systems and 
networks, and these are increasing – especially 
for high schools.

• EDI and XML are supported by the UT Server.



UT Austin Server
• Free service started in 1995
• Works like a hub.
• FTP or e-mail attachments to deliver formatted files.
• Senders and recipients define their delivery parameters 

independently.independently.
• 5 millionth transcript was delivered in February 2009. 

94,000 during Jan 2009 alone. Over 16 million total 
transaction sets (incl. acknowledgements, apps, 
requests, test scores)

• Slow but steady growth.  New registrants from AR, CA, 
DC, FL, NJ and OR in Feb 2008.

• 858,000 transcripts in 2008 – up 19% from 2007.



USERS of SPEEDE/ExPRESS

• Regular high volume statewide via Server in BC, FL, IA, 
OR, TN, TX.

• High volume also in AZ, CA, NC, SC, to AMCAS.
• Recent movement in AL, AR, MS, NJ, VA.
• See monthly usage reports for Server at UT Austin 

SPEEDE website.
• State networks in FL, NJ, OH, ON 
• High school explosion in AR, FL, TX.



Problem Solved – for 10 Years

• Zero delivery cost
• Single registration by school
• Multiple delivery methods supported
• Encrypted
• No need to worry about which network 

trading partners were using.
• …..   Then the scope of the project 

changed, and things got interesting.



Not a Complete Solution
• Some schools don’t have many high 

volume trading partners.
• Some schools (mine included) are just 

SMALL, and the start-up cost is a factor.
• Some SIS’s continue to lag• Some SIS s continue to lag.
• Many transcripts go to individuals or 

businesses.
• Pressure to do things electronically.
• Security and speed are important.



Andy on PDF
• Solutions needed re: the bullet in last slide:

“Many transcripts go to individuals or businesses”

At University of Chicago that covers majority of all transcripts our 
students and alumni request.  Anecdotal belief is that most private 
schools are the same, and even for publics, it is not an 
inconsiderable amount.

Every Registrar should know how many of the transcripts his or her 
office produces go to other schools or agencies (that likely have 
EDI/SPEEDE) and how many go to individuals who would NOT be 
able to use EDI/XML but need “viewable” documents.



PDF
• Most SIS’s can generate a .pdf of a transcript, or 

Registrars can convert their transcripts to .pdf
• Anyone with a PC or a Mac on the internet 

(that’s everyone now) can receive, read, save, ( y )
print, and forward a .pdf

• Need for a secure delivery method—from 
Registrar to designated 3rd party recipient.

• Vendors or home-grown technology?



PDF VENDORS
• First, digitally-signed or not?  Digital signature provided 

by one vendor (one known in-house experiment short-
lived).

• Digital signature DOES provide security and provenance 
of the pdf for all subsequent deliveries at a costof the .pdf for all subsequent deliveries, at a cost.

• Vendors (at least three, in following list) will receive your 
.pdf transcripts (digitally-signed or not) and distribute 
them securely to recipients 

• Depending on vendor, recipient is an “agency or 
institutional trading partner” (vis SPEEDE), or can be 
individual.



PDF and Registrars
• By building interactions between student portal single-

sign-ons, ordering system, SIS, transcript-production 
software, and distribution service . . . Transcripts can be 
produced staff-free, 7x24.

• Depending on school’s IT environment distribution canDepending on school s IT environment, distribution can 
be done in-house, w/o vendor (MSU model) and 
therefore w/o additional costs or licences.

• Who Pays?  Do you continue charging same rate to 
students for an e-transcript (xml, EDI, pdf) as a paper, 
mailed one?  Do you charge your fee and let vendor add 
a fee?  What if you don’t charge for transcripts, but then 
contract with a vendor—where does vendor’s fee come 
from?



Disclaimer

• Descriptions of these commercial services 
are based on personal notes taken during 
presentations.   They may be incomplete, 
dated, or needing refinement.

• Some services are not included.  Send 
Andy an e-mail with their info if you wish 
the task force to try to include them.

• The TF will send a survey to commercial 
providers in May. 



What These Services Offer

• Reach large population of small trading partners.
• Add speed and security over paper transcripts.
• Interesting technologies.
• See EDX Primer Section 5: Using pdf• See EDX Primer, Section 5: Using .pdf 

Transcripts
• Competing technologies and services, marketed 

as “state-of-art” cause confusion
• At expense of fragmentation, more silos.



Credentials Solutions.
• RoboRegistrar mainly collects, facilitates student 

transcript orders, hands them off.
• Talks with univ. SIS and communicates with 

student and school.
A th ti ti d dit d t• Authentication and credit card payments.

• $2 student charge.  Univ pays zero.
• “Will” format transcript as EDI or XML.
• Refer to Stephen F Austin State Univ (TX), 

which formats and sends EDI to UT Server after 
downloading request file.



National Student Clearinghouse

• Transcript orders via secure web server.
• $2.25 cost to student, free to university IF using 

certain other Clearinghouse features.
• Electronic delivery is a separate process, viaElectronic delivery is a separate process, via 

NSC secure network.  “Free Delivery”?
• Will deliver in EDI, XML or PDF (as produced by 

the sender). 
• Costs may vary by headcount or services used.
• Contract with state of KY?



National Transcript Center (NTC)

• Contractor for EDI HS transcripts in state 
of Texas (TREx).

• Other state contracts, incl. CA, VA, WV, 
CO WYCO, WY

• Also offers a third party service to support 
transcript delivery/receipt for a college or 
univ.  (Rice and TCU use it to receive HS 
transcripts)



eScripSafe
• Electronic delivery service – primarily PDF.  

Could deliver EDI or XML, but PDF is the niche.
• Network delivery vs one-time.
• Network has initial cost (waived for security-

t ) $500 l i tpaper customers), $500 annual maintenance, 
$.55 per transaction (?).

• E-mail of unique URL to recipient.  One-time 
recipients assign a password before pick-up.

• Cover sheet and legend are included in delivery.
• Univ of New Orleans.



TRIAND

• State system support.  
• Has state contract for (EDI) HS transcripts 

in Arkansas.



OTHERS

• AVOW – secure PDF.  Used by IES, Univ. 
of Chicago.

• ConnectEdu.  Michigan and others.  
Supports standards mainly PDFSupports standards, mainly PDF.

• Docufide.  Supports standards, plus PDF. 
Mainly HS.  Midwest Higher Ed Compact.

• XAP.  Contract with NC.  HS transcripts 
mainly in PDF, but supports standards.



What & Where Next?



Desired Attributes

• Security against modification (e.g., PGP)
• Authentication & Privacy
• Speed of delivery
• Speed of handling/processing by recipient
• Low/reasonable/no cost to student

L / bl / t t d• Low/reasonable/no cost to sender
• Low/reasonable/no cost to recipient
• Simple
• Unilateral – minimal dependence on choices of recipient
• Access to most of your trading partners
• Interoperability & interconnectivity



Other Factors to Consider
• Up front cost vs. cost per transaction
• SIS support of sending
• SIS support on received transcripts (automation)
• Ability to process the received transcript
• Ability to view, print, or image
• Trust of the service
• Requirements for subscription of both sender and q p

recipient
• Requirements for a school to subscribe to and support 

multiple services to play in closed systems
• Ability to process large quantities (sent or received) as a 

single batch
• Crosswalks and translators to allow XML > EDI etc..
• Good PDF discussion in EDX Primer



Sender-Destination Combinations

• College sends large volumes to one or more – EDI/XML
• College receives many transcripts from one or more 

schools – EDI/XML
• College receives fewer transcripts from a variety of 

locations  - PDF
• College sends transcripts to individuals or businesses -

PDF
• College sends small volumes to many colleges
• College receives transcripts from wide variety of 

individuals or schools
• (see EDX Primer – Ch. 11)



What to Do?

• Continue standards-based data 
exchanges where possible, and especially 
for volume transmissions and automation.

• Work toward secure PDF solutions for 
other niches, including low volume 
partners, individuals, businesses.

• Lobby for interoperability and 
interconnectivity which keep the system 
simple and secure.



Your Feedback

• Discuss?
• Suggest
• Questions?



Key Links

UT Austin SPEEDE:  http://registrar.utexas.edu/speede/ 
for Server, Q&E, lots more. 

AACRAO SPEEDE: www.aacrao.org/speede/ for state 
progress, state contacts, RIPS (& AACRAO Resource Ctr)

EDX Primer – AACRAO publication produced by SPEEDEEDX Primer AACRAO publication produced by SPEEDE 
Committee in 2008.

AACRAO Technology Conference: 
www.aacrao.org/tech09/

Postsecondary Electronic Standards Council: 
www.pesc.org - watch activities of Work Groups on this.


